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This study presents a computational model for predicting the spalling of concrete 
subjected to microwaves. A pair of coupled transient differential equations governing 
heat, moisture transfer and pore pressure development in porous concrete is derived. 
Water vapour and liquid water are considered in combination in the moisture transfer 
formulation. The physical model depicting transport process allows assessment of the 
temperature, moisture and pore pressure fields. A numerical analysis is performed 
simulating the coupled hygro-thermal phenomenon. Results show that as the 
microwave frequency increases, the pore pressure reaches peak values at a distance of 
less than 10 mm from the exposed surface. The corresponding peak pressure values 
reached are greatly influenced by the magnitude of microwave power and the time of 
exposure. The results obtained may be used to predict the potential of concrete 
spalling. Moreover the influence of permeability and initial liquid water content on 
the distributions of temperature, moisture and pore pressure fields has been studied. 
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INTRODUCTION                                                                
 
1.1 General 
Concrete has been widely used for purposes of construction and in the shielding in 
nuclear facilities, e.g. buildings around reactors, canyon buildings, hot cells, waste 
processing facilities, etc. After several years of operation, many of such facilities 
would have been contaminated by radiation exposure. In most cases, only a small 
layer of the concrete exposed to radioactivity may be contaminated. Depending on the 
nature of radiation exposure, the depth of the contaminated concrete layer may vary 
from several millimetres to a few centimetres (Li et al, 1993). At some stage, the 
contaminated concrete need to be removed and appropriately disposed off. However 
in theory only the contaminated cover layer needs to be removed while the bulk of the 
concrete can be recycled or disposed off as non-radioactive material. Currently, 
various mechanical techniques are used worldwide for concrete decontamination and 
nuclear facility decommissioning. To varying extent, all of the mechanical methods 
generate dust, gases, or waste water, and an enormous amount of secondary 
radioactive waste, such as dust and water, is generated during the process of concrete 
decontamination and decommissioning. Storage and the recycling of these secondary 
radioactive wastes also engender other problems and expense. 
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 Some successful industrial applications of microwaves are for the thawing of 
frozen meat, the vulcanization of rubber, for cooking and drying, and in the past 
decade, microwave technology has been applied to process many dielectric materials. 
One successful example of this application is the microwave processing of ceramics. 
‘Concrete breaking by microwaves’ first appeared as the subject of an experimental 
study by Watson (1968). More recently, much effort has been devoted to the 
development of techniques for removing radioactively contaminated concrete. Several 
groups, Yasunaka et al. (1987) in Japan, Hills (1989) in Europe, White et al. (1992) 
and Li et al. (1992 and 1993) in the United States have begun developing the new 
processes that makes use of microwave technology for the decontamination of 
concrete. 
The recent studies of the decontamination process have emphasized the good 
potential of microwave heating, which allows for a much faster removal of the 
contaminated layer (within only about 10 s; White et al. 1995). The driving force of 
the spalling is the microwave heat source which is distributed through the volume of 
concrete. When the microwave field interacts with the material, energy is transferred 
from the field to the molecular bonds of the material causing these bonds to ‘vibrate’. 
This energy is then dissipated as heat and transported within the material. Thereafter, 
this microwave power dissipation will induce a non-uniform temperature distribution, 
and cause a temperature peak under the concrete surface, which will result in the 
evaporation of the residual water, creating steam under high pressure. The pressure 
and thermal stress distributions within the concrete will cause the surface layer of the 
concrete to spall off.  
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1.2 Objectives and Scope of Study 
Present studies on microwave decontamination of concrete focuses on 
decontamination for the decommissioning of nuclear facilities. However, 
contamination of concrete is not limited to radioactive radio nuclides. Arising from 
possible terrorism threats of a biological or chemical nature, hazardous contamination 
also includes biological and chemical contamination of concrete which could render 
the concrete structures unsafe for use. The primary objective of this study is to 
develop a mathematical model of heat and moisture transfer within the concrete and 
to numerically simulate the microwave decontamination process of concrete. It is also 
of great interest to study the influence of the moisture content of the concrete matrix 
on microwave decontamination and its effect on permeability characteristics in the 
microwave decontamination of concrete. Moreover microwave frequencies such as 
2.45, 10.6 and 18.0GHz are selected based on the studies conducted by various 
researchers on decontamination process (For e.g. Bazant et al, 2003a and Li et al, 
1993). 
 
The objectives of this study are summarized as follows: 
1. To optimize the microwave power, frequency and duration of exposure 
required to achieve surface delamination of OPC concrete 
2. To assess the relative importance of thermal stresses and pore pressure 
development in the spalling of the surface layer of OPC concrete  
3. To study the influence of permeability and its effect on the depth of spalling, 
pore pressure and temperature distributions for various microwave frequencies 
typically 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0GHz.   
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4. To examine the influence of initial water content and its effect on the depth of 
spalling, pore pressure and temperature distributions for various microwave 
frequencies i.e. 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0GHz 
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LITERATURE REVIEW                                                                          
 
2.1 Overview 
Concrete is a porous material, with its pores filled with water and /or air. Surface 
heating of concrete using microwaves results not only in deterioration in its properties 
such as elastic modulus, material strength and tensile and compressive strength but 
also in moisture migration. In the presence of liquid water, microwave energy is 
partly absorbed by the evaporation of liquid water. If the evaporation of liquid water 
is greater than the vapour migration rate, the pore pressure will build up. The 
combination of a raised pore pressure, the presence of thermal stresses developed on 
account of temperature gradient and external restraints and the reduction in material 
strength owing to high intensity of microwaves which may cause surface spalling of 
the concrete. The spalling in turn will accelerate the heat transfer process, and thus the 
concrete can be progressively stripped away through the successive spalling of the 
surface layers and exposure of the new concrete surface below. 
Some useful investigations on microwave decontamination of concrete have 
already been undertaken. Li et al. (1993) analyzed one-dimensional temperature 
profiles using a linear heat transfer model. Lagos et al. (1995) extended the heat 
transfer model to two dimensions and calculated the heat generation rate based on the 
standing wave normally incident on to a homogeneous concrete wall. They smeared 
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the reinforcing bars into an infinitely thin layer whose reflection factor was 
determined according to the area–ratio of the bars. They assumed the dielectric 
properties of concrete to be constant over the thickness of concrete during the 
decontamination process. However, they could not study the development of pore 
pressures because they did not model the moisture transfer which is coupled to the 
heat transfer process. They assumed the surface layer to spall off when the 
compressive stress in the direction parallel to surface under a perfect restraint in that 
direction equals the compressive strength of the concrete. They did not take into 
account the deformation of the body surrounding the localized heated zone. 
The key issues in the prediction of spalling are the moisture migration and the 
thermal stresses developed on account of the temperature gradient. The early work 
related to the modelling of moisture migration within the heated concrete utilizes the 
diffusion process. However, this model could not explain the observed migration of 
water into areas with already high moisture concentration. Therefore, moisture 
transport was attributed partially to thermal diffusion (Bazant et al, 1997). Based on 
some experimental results, Bazant et al. developed a simple coupled heat and mass 
transfer model in which the mass of liquid water and that of gaseous mixture were 
treated together as a single variable, namely ‘water content’. Thus, the phase change 
between water and water vapour need not be considered in the model. The 
relationships between the water content and pore pressure for a given temperature are 
determined experimentally, and thus the temperature and water content can be solved 
directly from the heat and mass transfer equations. 
In addition to Bazant’s model, there were several other models that were 
developed on the basis of the mass transfer of liquid water, water vapour and dry air 
(Ahmed et al, 1997). Since the evaporation of liquid water was involved in these 
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models, an additional equation was required to determine the proportion of liquid 
water present. This was generally done by assuming a constitutive equation to relate 
the liquid water to vapour pressure with temperature expressed as a set of sorption 
isotherms. The numerical results obtained from the examination of these models 
showed that the assumed sorption isotherms have a significant influence on the 
predicted pore pressure, although they have little influence on temperature results 
(Tenchev et al, 2001). 
The published results for the computation of pore pressure vary considerably 
from less than 1 MPa to higher than 8 MPa. Experimental data on the pore pressure 
are also very scattered because of the variation in material properties such as 
permeability, porosity and the level of water saturation. Therefore, it is highly 
expedient to develop computer models that are able to predict the distribution of pore 
pressure within the concrete when subjected to microwave exposure and the influence 
of the various material parameters on it. 
As far as spalling is concerned, at present there is no general agreement as to 
whether, the pore pressure or the thermal stress or the reduction in strength, is the 
dominant factor governing such spalling. Nevertheless, pore pressure is expected to 
be one of the most important factors that is linked to spalling. The higher the pore 
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2.2 Microwave decontamination process 
2.2.1 General 
An efficient and cost effective decontamination process reduces the volume of waste 
generated and provides a faster, better, cheaper and safer manner for the 
decommissioning of nuclear facilities. The manner in which radioactive concrete is 
removed has important implications on radioactive waste management. The fragment 
size, quantity of dust and the generation of secondary radioactive materials like gas 
and water from the demolition process will also affect the choice of waste treatment 
and disposal routes (Li et al., 1993). 
Presently, mechanical techniques are utilized worldwide to separate 
contaminated concrete surfaces and layers from the bulk concrete. These processes 
generate dust or gases, or waste water and most involve the application of forces 
against the concrete surface through a robust and powerful manipulator (Li et al., 
1993). For example, impact breaking machines generate large amounts of dust, and 
these machines must be operated subject to wet conditions to suppress dust 
generation, thus forcing soluble contamination deeper into the concrete. In addition, 
high-pressure water sprayers produce huge volumes of secondary contaminated water, 
and some means for recycling the waste water is needed. Microwave technology has 
several advantages over conventional mechanical methods, such as minimizing the 
generation of secondary wastes (water and dust), reducing the cost of system 
maintenance and lessening radioactive exposure to the worker during the operation 
(Lagos and Ebadian, 1995). 
Steam pressure plays an important role in concrete decontamination. Steam 
generation and therefore pressure distribution are directly related to heat and mass 
transfer within the porous concrete material. Since concrete material is a porous, heat 
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transfer and moisture migration are coupled. Full understanding of the mechanism of 
concrete surface spall off is essential for designing and operating the final machinery 
for the decontamination process (Li et al., 1992). 
Due to the potential advantages offered by microwave technology, an 
experimental investigation of concrete decontamination and decommissioning was 
initiated in 1992 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL, White et al., 1992). 
However, there are too many factors, or parameters, affecting the effectiveness of the 
spalling of the concrete layer and spalling speed. Therefore, it is difficult to consider 
all of these parameters in an experimental investigation unless there is a willingness to 
spend a great deal of time and money (Lagos and Ebadian, 1995). 
 The first phase of experimental investigation of concrete decontamination at 
ORNL (White et al., 1992) demonstrated reliable removal of non-contaminated 
concrete surfaces at frequencies of 2.45GHz and 10.6GHz; reporting continuous 
concrete removal rates of 1.07cm3/s with 5.2kW of 2.45GHz power and 2.11cm3/s 
with 3.6kW of 10.6GHz. It is established that frequencies higher than 2.45GHz are 
better suited for high removal rates of shallow (less than 1cm) surface contamination. 
White et al. (1992) also quoted the results of Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 
(JAERI) and Harwell Laboratory (UK) in 1987 and 1989 respectively. For JAERI, 
maximum removal of 3 cm layer of concrete was recorded with continuous removal 
rate of 11.1cm3/s at 15kw and 2.45GHz. This removal rate is equal to that of the 
fastest commercial mechanical concrete breaking machines. For Harwell Laboratory, 
10cm of concrete was removed in a single explosion with a continuous removal rate 
of 16cm3/s at 25kW and 896MHz. A one-dimensional time-dependent heat transfer 
model was developed at the Harwell Laboratory to predict the temperature profile in 
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the concrete as a function of time, frequency and the location of reinforcement in the 
concrete. 
 
2.2.2 Characteristics of microwaves 
2.2.2.1 Heat generation by transverse electromagnetic waves 
The microwaves represent electromagnetic waves of frequency 300 MHz to 300 GHz. 





vmv ess ∫∫∫∫ ++∂∂=×−=Ρ− σ)(..              (2.1) 
Where  
P = Poynting vector characterizing the power density of the 
electromagnetic wave 
E = Electric field strength vector 
H = Magnetic field strength vector 
dS =  ndS 
dS = surface element 
n = unit normal 
t = time, sec 
we = εE2/2 = electric energy density  
wm = µH2/2 = magnetic energy density  
V = volume of body 
ε = ε’- iε” = complex dielectric permittivity, F m-1
µ = µ’- iµ” = complex magnetic permittivity, Henries m-1
pσ = σ E2 = ohmic power dissipation  
σ = ωε” = dielectric conductivity = Ohm-1
ω = 2пf = angular velocity, rad s-1
f = Frequency, s-1 or Hz 
 
Because the heat generation rate is a function of the electric field strength, one needs 
to solve the electric field strength vector E to obtain the heat source (e.g., Cheng 
1983). On exit from the microwave applicator, the waves are guided and simple. But 
farther away the electromagnetic field can become complicated [Fig. 2.1]. An 
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accurate solution would have to be obtained numerically from the Maxwell equations, 















Fig. 2.1: Sketch of microwave power decontamination system (Bazant et al, 2003a) 
 
For our purpose, however, an approximate solution can be obtained by using the 
solution of a standing electromagnetic wave, particularly the solution of a transverse 
electromagnetic wave normally incident to a half space of a dielectric material, the 
concrete. The heat source calculated in this manner needs of course some further 
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2.2.2.2 Electric strength of standing electromagnetic waves 
Let us now review the solution of the transverse electromagnetic waves, which form a 
standing wave pattern. The propagation of electromagnetic waves is governed by the 
Maxwell equations in which the electric field strength and magnetic field strength are 
coupled. Because the concentration of dielectric sources due to the ferromagnetic 
materials present in concrete is usually negligible (Li et al. 1993), the electromagnetic 
wave generation inside concrete may be neglected, which means that the Maxwell 
equations become decoupled (von Hippel 1954); 
 
                                                    













Where ∇= gradient operator 
 E = electric field strength vector 
 H = magnetic field strength vector 
 ε = complex dielectric permittivity 
µ = complex magnetic permittivity 
 
The transverse electromagnetic waves may be considered to be parallel, and 
their incidence to the concrete surface to be normal. Therefore, aside from time t, the 
dielectric field depends only on the coordinate x normal to the surface [Fig. 2.2]. 
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Fig. 2.2: Transmission and reflection of microwaves within a concrete wall 
(source: Electromagnetic waves II by David Land, 2005) 
 
The rate of volumetric heat generation by the transverse electromagnetic 
waves can be obtained from Eq. (2.1). Because the wave period (T) is far shorter than 
the time that the thermal heat front takes to advance through one wavelength of the 










αασ += − )4.2(
  
Note that, when the second term, which represents power reflection by rebars, 









The advantage of Lambert’s law, which is widely used in low-temperature 
food engineering (Metaxas and Meredith 1983; Taoukis et al. 1987; Meredith 1998), 
is that it is simple and easy to understand. 
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2.2.3 Mechanism of microwave decontamination system 
The decontamination process has emphasized microwave heating, which allows a 
much faster removal of the contaminated cover layer. The driving force of the spalling 
is the microwave heat source which is distributed through the volume of concrete and 
is generated by microwaves emitted from a powerful applicator. Microwaves of high 
frequency have been shown to be capable of generating a localised field of high stress 
that serve as a demolition tool to remove the contaminated cover layer in a matter of 
few seconds (in about 10sec) (Bazant et al., 2003a). 
As explained in White et al. (1992), microwave energy is directed at the 
exposed concrete surface and heats the concrete and free water present in the concrete 
matrix. Continued heating produces steam-pressure induced mechanical stresses that 
cause the exposed concrete surface to burst and spall off. Concrete particles from this 
steam explosion are small enough to be removed by a vacuum system, yet less than 
1% of the debris is small enough to pose an airborne contamination hazard. The 
source of water is believed to be absorbed free water and hydrated water in the 
concrete matrix.  
Similarly Li et al. (1992) suggested that when the microwave field interacts 
with the material, energy is transferred from the field to the molecular bonds of the 
material, causing these bonds to “vibrate”. This energy is then dissipated as heat and 
transported within the material. Thereafter, the heat dissipation reduces to a non-
uniform temperature distribution. Finally, the microwave heating pattern will induce a 
temperature peak under the concrete exposed surface, which may result in evaporation 
of the residual water, creating steam under high pressure. This non-uniform 
temperature distribution will also generate thermal stresses. The pressure and thermal 
stress distribution within the concrete will cause a layer of cover concrete to spall off. 
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Based on experiments, Hills (1989) & White et al. (1992) reported that it is generally 
agreed that the spalling of cover concrete subjected to microwave heating is due 
mainly to internal tensile stress or pressure created by the generation of steam from 
the water present in a relatively impermeable porous concrete. 
Li et al., (1993) agrees that the microwave heating process takes place inside 
the material, the depth of which governs how strongly the microwaves are absorbed. 
The heat dissipated from the microwave energy depends on many conditions, such as 
geometry and configuration of concrete surface such as a wall or block, the 
microwave field distribution, the microwave power level and the dielectric and 
magnetic properties of the concrete material. Variation of the temperature distribution 
within the concrete depends on the thermal properties; heat dissipated from the 
microwave field, the geometry and the thermal boundary conditions of the concrete 
wall or block. Finally, with constant ambient temperature, the microwave heating 
pattern will induce a non-uniform temperature distribution within the concrete, 
resulting in the highest temperature being located beneath the exposed concrete 
surface. Therefore, the resultant stress distribution will exceed the tensile strength of 
the concrete, leading to spalling of the contaminated concrete cover. 
 
2.2.4 Incident power and power dissipation 
In electric and magnetic fields for the free-space (air) before interfacing with the 
concrete surface, the power density, P0, carried by microwaves has the following 
relation with the wave amplitude as shown in equation (2.6), 
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where Re means the real part of a complex number, E0 is the amplitude of the initial 
electric field, i represents an imaginary number, ω is the microwave angular 
frequency and t is time. 
 According to Metaxas and Meredith (1983), the microwave power dissipation, 
Pd, within the concrete is related to the electric field, Ex, and effective dielectric loss, 
εeff, as shown in equation (2.7), 
 
     (2.7) ( )[ ]2Re tixeffd eEP ωωε=
 
Since the frequencies of microwaves are very high (from 300 MHz to 300 
GHz), the time scale of the variation of the microwave field is much smaller than that 
of the temperature variation in the concrete. Therefore, one can then separate the 
sinusoidal variation of the microwave with the unsteady heat transport phenomena 
and use the time-averaged value of the incident power, P0,ave, and power dissipation, 
Pd,ave to be given as in equations (2.8) and (2.9) respectively (Li et al., 1993). Im 
represents the imaginary part of a complex number. 
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2.2.5 Factors influencing the decontamination process 
2.2.5.1 Dielectric properties of concrete 
The properties of dielectric materials generally depend on moisture contents and 
temperature changes (Metaxas and Meredith 1983). The relative dielectric 
permittivity κ’= ε’/ ε0 and the relative dielectric loss κ”= ε”/ ε0 of concrete increase 
quadratically as a function of volume fraction of water vw (Hasted and Shah 1964; 
Shah et al. 1965) (ε0 = dielectric permittivity of air = 8.86×10-12 F/m). The dielectric 
constants κ’ and κ” change significantly when vw exceeds about 20%. When vw is less 
than 20%, the changes can be approximated by linear functions [Fig. 2.3]. The 
concrete to be decontaminated are usually old, in which the volume fraction of water 
is around 7%. Because the water content is a function of pore pressure and 
temperature, as described by the constitutive laws [Eq. 3.5a & b], the dielectric 
properties of concrete depend not only on the water content but also, indirectly on 
temperature. Regarding a direct effect of temperature on the dielectric properties, no 









                                                
Fig. 2.3: Relative dielectric properties of concrete depending 
on water content (Hasted and Shah 1964) 
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2.2.5.2 Microwave power dissipation 
It is known that dimensionless microwave power dissipation, as shown in equation 
(2.10), 
 
                                                                (2.10) 
 
aveaved PLP ,0, /
depends on microwave field and effective dielectric loss, where the microwave field 
Microwave power dissipation at 0.896GHz and 2.45GHz frequencies without 
 thick concrete 
 
will be affected by the geometry, L, and configuration of the reinforcements (Li et al., 
1993). 
 
steel reinforcement present in concrete are illustrated in Fig. 2.4. In Fig. 2.4, it can be 
seen that the amplitude and maximum (or minimum) values of the power dissipation 










Fig. 2.4: Dimensionless power dissipation Pd, ave L/P0,ave within a 0.6m
slab for 0.896GHz and 2.45GHz without steel reinforcement (Li et al., 1993) 
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Although for a frequency of 2.45GHz, the amplitude of the power dissipation does not 
change much, its maximum (or minimum) values decay sharply in the wave 
propagation direction, which means more power is dissipated near the exposed 
contaminated surface. This shift of the microwave power dissipation toward the 
exposed contaminated surface is more obvious at higher frequencies (Li et al., 1993).  
The proper use of high microwave frequencies can increase the total energy 
dissipation within the same concrete slab and make more energy dissipate between the 
small distances from the contaminated exposed surface (Li et al., 1992). Fig. 2.5 
shows the dimensionless total power dissipation equation (2.11), 
 









which represents the ratio of total power absorbed between 0 and z, coordinate in the 
wave propagation direction, to the power level, P0,ave, for frequencies of 0.896GHz, 
2.45GHz, 10.6GHz and 18.0GHz. When z=L, Ps(L) represents the total energy 
dissipated in the concrete and is equal to 0.4200, 0.7616, 0.7961 and 0.7961 for 
frequencies 0.896GHz, 2.45GHz, 10.6GHz and 18.0GHz respectively.                            
For a frequency of 0.896GHz, the dimensionless total power dissipation is almost 
linear; this implies that the power dissipation is almost uniform. With an increase in 
microwave power frequency, the total microwave energy dissipated in the concrete 
slab increases and the distribution of the power dissipation shifts towards the exposed 
contaminated surface. For z between 0 and 0.1m, where usually z = 0.1m is the limit 
of the radioactive contamination, the total energy dissipated for a 0.6m concrete slab 
is 20, 35, 85 and 95 percent for 0.896GHz, 2.45GHz, 10.6GHz and 18.0GHz         
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respectively. From analysis of the power dissipation, it is concluded that selecting the 
proper microwave frequencies is a major controlling parameter for spalling of a 
particular section of the radioactive contaminated cover concrete by using microwave 










Fig 2.5: Dimensionless total power dissipation Ps within a 0.6m thick concrete slab for 
0.896, 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0GHz (Li et al., 1992) 
 
2.2.5.1 Permeability and conductivity 
The permeability of concrete is a complex property. Because the capillaries in good 
quality concretes are not continuous, water molecules must pass through the 
nanopores in the hardened cement paste. Because the width of such pores (from 0.5 
nm up) is much smaller than the mean free path of vapour molecules (about 80 nm at 
25°C), water molecules cannot pass through the nanopores in a vapour state but must 
become adsorbed on the pore walls and migrate along adsorption layers. So the 
nanopores control the permeability, which explains the extremely low values of the 
permeability of concrete at normal temperatures. But this is not the case at high 
temperatures. When the temperature is increased above 100°C, the permeability 
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increases sharply (Bazant and Thonguthai 1978). This can be explained by heat-
induced changes in the structure of the smallest pores, particularly elimination of the 
narrowest necks, of nanometre dimensions, on the passages through cement paste. 
Based on data fitting, the permeability was inferred to increase by about 200 times, 
but the present optimum fits of test data shown later indicate that the permeability 
increases around 100°C, by only about 6.5 times [Fig. 2.6].  
 
Fig. 2.6: Change of permeability by change of humidity and temperature 
(Bazant et al, 2003a) 
 
The initial trend of function f 3(T), which represents the permeability increase upon 
exceeding 100°C, is the same as proposed by Bazant and Thonguthai’s (1978), but the 
magnitude of the increase needs to be scaled down, as represented by the following 
function: 
 
           for T ≤ 100°C                             (2.12) )()( 21 Tfhfaa o=
                                            for T > 100°C                             (2.13) )()100( 32 Tffaa o=
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where  a0 = reference permeability at 25°C. Function f1(h) characterizes the 
permeability corresponding to moisture transfer along the adsorbed water layers. The 
temperature dependence of permeability below 100°C may be given by an Arrhenius-
type equation [f 2(T)]; 
 










ααhf                   for h≤ 1              (2.14)                              
                                                                  for h ≥ 1             (2.15) ,1)(1 =hf
 












11exp)(2                                                     (2.16) 
 
where α = 1/ [1+0.253(100 - min(T,100°C))]; hc = 0.75, T = absolute temperature;      
Q = activation energy for water migration; and R = gas constant. Based on data fitting, 
the value Q/R = 2,700 Kelvin was recommended (Bazant and Najjar 1972). Function  
f 3(T), which describes the abrupt increase of permeability near 100°C, is revised as 
 




⎧ −−−+= TTf                                (2.17) 
 
 The thermal conductivity of cement, too, depends on the changes in 
temperature and moisture content significantly. However, the thermal conductivity (k) 
of concrete is much less sensitive to the changes in temperature and moisture than it is 
for hardened cement paste and concrete. The reason for this difference is that the 
mineral aggregates, which constitute most of the volume of concrete and are usually 
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chemically stable materials (Harmathy 1970), conduct heat no less than the cement 
paste but do not transfer moisture significantly. In general, thermal conductivity 
depends on the volume fraction of aggregate and its type (Bazant and Kaplan 1996; 
Neville 1997). 
 
2.2.5.1 Effect of frequencies on thermal stress or temperature and 
pressure distributions 
 The stress distribution depends on the thermal stress and the loading condition of the 
concrete. Without external loadings, the stress is determined by the thermal stress, 
which is dependent on the temperature distribution (Li et al., 1993). For the study of a 
one-dimensional problem, the thermal stress distribution can be related to the 
temperature distribution as given below: 
 
 
                             =zzσ -α E ∆T                           (2.18) 
 
 
where σzz is the thermal stress in the z direction; α is the thermal coefficient of 
expansion the concrete; E is the modulus of elasticity of the concrete and ∆T is the 
temperature difference (T-T∞). By definition, the compressive stress is positive and 
the tension stress is negative. Applying the dimensionless temperature, 
 




∞−=θ              (2.19) 
Where   T      = temperature, K 
      = temperature at the surface, K ∞T
  = time-averaged value of power dissipation per unit volume, WmaveP ,0
-3   
  L      = thickness of concrete, m 
  k      = thermal conductivity, WK-1m-1
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the relation between thermal stress and dimensionless temperature can be obtained as:  
 




,−=             (2.20) 
 
 
where α is the thermal expansion coefficient of concrete. This indicates that the 
thermal stress, σzz, is proportional to the dimensionless temperature distribution, θ. 
Therefore, both thermal stress and dimensionless temperature will have the same 
behaviour. The dimensionless thermal stress or temperature distribution and its 
variation for four microwave frequencies 0.896GHz, 2.45GHz, 10.6GHz and 
18.0GHz are plotted in [Figs. 2.7(a)-(d)] respectively. 
 For 0.896GHz frequency, [Fig. 2.7(a)], the shape of the dimensionless thermal 
stress/ temperature distribution is similar to power dissipation at the same frequency. 
The peaks of thermal stress/ temperature distribution decay slowly along the 
propagation direction, z. As time elapses, the thermal stress/ temperature distribution 
retains the same shape.  
 As frequency increases, the shape of the thermal stress/ temperature 
distribution changes and is totally different from that of power dissipation. In other 
words, the temperature is affected by the spatial average power dissipation. The 
oscillation of the power dissipation along the propagation direction does not then 
appear in the thermal stress/ temperature distribution (Li et al., 1992). Bazant et al. 
(2003b) have shown that averaging over space and time is justified for the practical 
frequency range. For 2.45GHz frequency, [Fig. 2.7(b)], only one peak appears on the 
thermal stress/ temperature distribution. As the frequencies increases, to 10.6GHz and  
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18.0GHz in Fig. 2.7(c) and (d) respectively, only the temperature peak shifts towards 
the exposed surface, because the power dissipation and the thermal stress/ temperature 
distribution near the exposed surface rise more quickly than at the lower frequencies. 
Fig. 2.7: Variation of the dimensionless thermal stress/ temperature distribution within 
a 0.6m concrete slab without steel reinforcement: (a) for microwave frequency 
0.896GHz; (b) for microwave frequency 2.45GHz; (c) for microwave frequency 
10.6GHz; (d) for microwave frequency 18.0GHz (Li et al., 1993) 
  
The maximum dimensionless temperature θ and thermal stress σzz within the concrete 
in the absence of steel reinforcement for a microwave intensity of P0,ave = 5 ×104 
W/m2 are tabulated in Table 2.1. It is evident from Table 2.1 that the maximum 
dimensionless temperature and thermal stress increase as microwave frequency 
increases. It is also observed that given the same microwave power intensity of P0,ave 
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= 5 ×104 W/m2, the time required to raise the maximum dimensionless temperature θ 
to reach the same value for 10.6 and 18.0GHz is less than 40% and 20%, respectively, 
of the time required by 2.45GHz frequency. Li et al. (1993) inferred that with the 
proper selection of the microwave frequency, the microwave power required to raise 
the temperature difference (T-T∞) and thermal stress σzz to the same value in the same 
period of time could be reduced. 
 
Table 2.1: Maximum dimensionless temperature and thermal stress at power intensity 
of P0,ave = 5 ×  104 W/m2 for different microwave frequencies without steel 
reinforcement (ρsm = 0) (Li et al., 1993) 
 
Microwave Frequency 









60 6.9 0.79 18.2 2.08 63.9 7.27 94.4 10.74 
120 13.3 1.52 34.0 3.86 113.4 12.90 163.0 18.54 
180 19.3 2.19 49.3 5.61 156.8 17.83 220.0 25.03 
240 25.1 2.86 65.1 7.41 196.7 22.39 269.8 30.78 
300 30.7 3.50 80.6 9.20 234.3 26.66 315.0 35.84 
 
 As the maximum thermal stress/ temperature distribution shifts toward the 
exposed surface, the thermal stress/ temperature distribution at most locations in the 
concrete decreases to a lower level in the concrete, which indicates that during the 
microwave heating process, the stress will not cause any damage over the integral 
mass of the concrete structure when exposed to microwaves, except at locations near 
the exposed surface (about 15 percent of the concrete thickness for frequencies higher 
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than 10.6GHz) (Li et al., 1993). This is also due to the higher dissipation rate 
associated with a higher frequency (Bazant et al., 2003b). 
 As the frequency increases, the location of the peaks of pore pressure shifts 
toward the heated exposed surface (Bazant et al., 2003b). This pore pressure acting on 
an unrestrained element of concrete, would produce the tensile volumetric 
(hydrostatic) stress in concrete which is only about five percent of the tensile strength 
of ordinary concrete. Furthermore, the above estimation neglects the additional pore 
space created by the formation of micro-cracks. Thus, the concrete experienced an 
even smaller tensile volumetric stress especially in an unrestrained element of 
concrete and the effect of pore pressure is even weaker. Though not completely 
negligible, it cannot be the main cause of spalling. 
 Experimental results from ORNL (White et al., 1992) showed unsuccessful 
concrete removal attempts using a frequency of 2.45GHz. It was believed that the 
microwave power was absorbed too deep within the concrete floor which was not able 
to burst apart readily due to the strength of the thick layer of overlying concrete. The 
success of concrete removal at 10.6GHz agrees with the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL) modelling of heating profile which suggests that surface heating 
was much faster and more efficient at a higher frequency and as such, surface removal 
would be much more reliable. For the same applicator size and power level, the power 
density would be higher in the case of higher frequency. 
 Moreover the temperature distribution and its variations within the concrete 
are dependent on the power dissipation and its thermal properties. Subsequently, the 
moisture migration and pore pressures within the porous concrete are also dependent 
on microwave power dissipation, while as stated before, the power dissipation 
(Qd,ave) is a function of microwave frequency (f) and the dielectric properties of 
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concrete. For a concrete slab 0.6m thick, at a constant power intensity (Q0,ave = 2.4 
MW/m2), temperature and pressure distributions and their variations with the heating 
time for four microwave frequencies (0.896, 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz) are shown in 
[Figs. 2.8a & b]. 
Fig. 2.8b shows the behaviour for the pressure distribution and its variations. 
Since pore pressure is not a linear function of temperature, the pressure distribution 
decays more abruptly than what the temperature does. It is demonstrated in [Fig. 2.8b] 
that for a microwave frequency higher than 2.45GHz, the pressure at a position deeper 
than 0.15m (z/L = 0.2) does not change too much compared to the initial pressure of 
0.1013 MPa. It is exhibited in Fig. 2.8b that for the 0.896GHz frequency and with a 
constant power intensity of 2.4 MW/m2 for 60 seconds, the maximum pressure is still 
considerably lower than the minimum tensile strength of concrete (σt = 3.5 MPa, 
corresponding to the temperature of 240ºC). For the 2.45GHz frequency, the 
maximum pressure takes about 45 seconds to reach the concrete tensile strength. For 
the 10.6GHz frequency, it takes less than 12.5 seconds to exceed the above value, 
while for the 18.0GHz frequency; this time reduces to less than 7 seconds. 
It is therefore, obvious that selecting the proper microwave frequency is a 
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       (a) Temperature distributions                 (b) Pore pressure distributions 
Fig. 2.8: Variation of temperature and pore pressure distributions within a 0.6m 
concrete slab when concrete porosity (φ = 0.1) and Q0,ave = 2.4 Mw/m2 for frequencies 
2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz respectively (Li et al., 1992) 
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2.2.5.1 Effect of steel reinforcement or reinforcing bars on microwave 
penetration 
Reinforcement present within the concrete is common in concrete structures. In Li et 
al.’s (1993) study, 0.6m of concrete slab with reinforcement bars of 25mm diameter 
spaced 250mm vertically and horizontally located at 0.1m from the front surface is 
used (ρsm = 0.19 and tsm = 0.81, where ρsm is the fraction of the energy reflected from 
the steel reinforcement and tsm is the fraction of the microwave energy passed through 
the steel reinforcement). As illustrated in Fig. 2.9, the power dissipation at a 










Figure 2.9: Dimensionless power dissipation Pd, ave L/P0,ave within a 0.6m thick 
concrete slab for 0.896GHz and 2.45GHz with steel reinforcement (ρsm=0.19) at z = 
0.1m (Li et al., 1993) 
 
Comparing power dissipation for a frequency of 2.45GHz shows the distinct influence 
of the presence of reinforcement. More heat is dissipated from the exposed surface to  
the reinforcement which will give rise to greater temperatures. With the radioactive 
contaminated distance limit usually at 0.1m, this indicates that the proper use of either 
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a higher microwave frequency, or steel reinforcement, could control the spall off 
distance of the radioactive contaminated concrete cover. 
The maximum dimensionless temperature θ and thermal stress σzz within the 
concrete slab, with steel reinforcement, for a microwave intensity of                        
P0,ave = 5 ×  104 W/m2 is presented in Table 2.2. Upon comparisons with Table 2.1,    
it is noted that the thermal stress/ temperature distribution in the region between the 
exposed surface and the steel reinforcement for the same frequency has been 
increased with the presence of steel reinforcement.  
 
Table 2.2: Maximum dimensionless temperature and thermal stress at power intensity 
of P0,ave = 5 ×  104 W/m2 for different microwave frequencies with steel reinforcement 
(ρsm = 0.19) (Li et al., 1993) 
 
Microwave Frequency 









60 7.8 0.89 21.2 2.41 80.1 9.08 121.3 13.81 
120 14.1 1.60 41.0 4.67 144.0 16.38 212.1 24.14 
180 19.9 2.26 60.7 6.91 200.4 22.80 289.8 32.98 
240 30.1 3.42 80.2 9.13 253.0 28.79 400.0 45.53 
300 37.3 4.24 99.9 11.37 303.5 34.54 425.0 48.36 
 
This further illustrates the enhanced power dissipation effect in the region between the 
exposed surface and the reinforcements caused by part of the microwave energy being 
reflected back into this region. 
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As the microwave energy is partially reflected by the steel reinforcement, heat 
dissipation in the interior behind the steel reinforcement is reduced. The maximum 
temperature/ thermal stress value in the region behind the steel reinforcement as 
compared to the case without any steel reinforcement is lower. Li et al. (1993) 
explains this phenomena using v, spatial average value, as defined in equation (2.21), 
 
 






v ξξ             (2.21) 
 
 
where the average value for concrete located before the reinforcement is represented 
as v1,sp and s1 = 0m and s2 = 0.1m, and the average value for concrete located after the 
reinforcement is represented as v2,sp and s1 = 0.1m and s2 = 0.6m. The arbitrary value 
of v could either be Pd,ave or θ and ξ is the dimensionless coordinate. 
From [Figs. 2.10(a) and (b)], it is observed that as the microwave reflection, 
ρsm, increases, the spatial average power dissipation and temperature in region located 
in front of the steel reinforcement increase, and decreases in the region behind the 
reinforcement as compared to ρsm = 0 (for no reinforcement). These increases and 
decreases are almost proportional to the microwave reflection, ρsm, by the steel mesh. 
An increase in the spatial average temperature will correspond to an increase in the 
maximum temperature/ thermal stress, which is beneficial for the spalling of the 
exposed contaminated cover concrete. Likewise, a decrease in the spatial average in 
the region behind the reinforcement will minimise the damage and protect the main 
body of the concrete structural element.  
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Figure 2.10(a): Effect of reinforcement on the spatial average microwave power 












Figure 2.10(b): Effect of reinforcement on the spatial average dimensionless 
temperature, θsp, in a time period of 60s and 120s for microwave frequency 2.45GHz 
(Li et al., 1993) 
 
The steel reinforcement within the concrete structure might be located at 
different depths from the exposed contaminated surface. When reinforcement is 
located too close to the exposed surface, a large amount of reflected energy will be 
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transferred through the cover concrete and not totally dissipated and or reflected 
within this cover layer (Lagos and Ebadian, 1995). However, the effect of the location 
of the steel reinforcement mesh on the temperature distributions for frequencies 
higher than 10.6GHz becomes negligible. 
 Bazant et al. (2003b) noted the same consequence with steel reinforcement at 
high microwave frequencies. At the depth of 25 - 40mm below the exposed surface, 
where the reinforcing bars are usually located, the electromagnetic power is almost 
exhausted by power dissipation and thus the existence of steel reinforcement appears 
not to be significant in the decontamination process of such structural elements. This 
is especially true for the high power decontamination process and in the case of 
typical reinforced concrete structures. The diffraction and scattering of the 
electromagnetic waves due to the steel bars will also be much less significant than the 
wave reflection because of the steep power decay occurring in the concrete cover for 
microwaves of higher frequencies (Bazant et al., 2003a). It is suggested the 
reinforcement could become significant if much lower frequencies (less than 
2.45GHz) are used or when the steel reinforcement, conductive material, is located 
closer to the concrete surface (less than 25mm) (Bazant et al., 2003b). 
 
2.2.5.2 Effect of thermal boundary conditions on the temperature 
distribution 
It is important to emphasize that the thermal boundary conditions on both sides of 
concrete do not affect the microwave field. Based on the assumption of constant 
magnetic, dielectric, and thermal properties, the thermal boundary conditions affect 
only the heat transfer and temperature distributions within the concrete.  In Fig. 2.11a, 
the effect of the thermal boundary conditions on the temperature distribution at a 
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frequency of 2.45GHz in 60 seconds and 120 seconds without steel reinforcement is 
presented. The same effect of thermal boundary conditions on the temperature 
distribution with steel reinforcement (ρsm = 0.19 present) is presented in Fig. 2.11b.  
In the following figures, only the curves for the two extreme cases of insulated 
boundary condition (Bi1 = 0) and constant wall temperature condition (Bi1 = ∞) are 
plotted. For all other values of Bi, from 0 to ∞, the corresponding temperature 
distribution will be between these two curves for the same time period. It is observed 
from Fig. 2.11 that when Biot number (Bi1) at the front surface decreases from ∞ to 0, 
the front surface temperature rises from the ambient temperature for Bi1 = ∞ to the 
highest value for Bi1 = 0. The evident difference between these two extreme 
conditions occurs only within a narrow range (z < 0.025m, 5 percent of the thickness). 
As is well known, concrete is a poor thermal conductor. It has a very poor ability to 
dissipate heat within the concrete. Therefore, only the temperature near the front 
surface drops as the Biot number (Bi1) increases, while the temperature in most parts 
of the concrete remains unchanged or changes slightly. The spatial average 
temperatures in the regions located before and after the reinforcement position (θ1,sp 
and θ2,sp) for concrete with reinforcement and for the case without any reinforcement 
are also portrayed. Variations of these spatial average temperatures are very small.  
 For example, the maximum difference in the spatial average temperature in the 
region located before the reinforcement (θ1,sp) for ρsm = 0.19 in a time period of 2 
minutes (120s) is less than 8 percent. Generally, it might be concluded that the effect 
of Biot number (Bi1) on the temperature/ thermal stress distribution within the 
concrete might be negligible for concrete lying beyond 5 percent of the concrete 
thickness. 
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Fig. 2.11(a): Effect of the thermal boundary condition on the variation of 
dimensionless temperature in 60s and 120s for 2.45GHz without steel reinforcement 












Fig. 2.11(b): Effect of the thermal boundary condition on the variation of 
dimensionless temperature in 60s and 120s for 2.45GHz with steel reinforcement (ρsm 
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2.2.5.3 Stress fields and triggering of spalling 
To determine whether a given microwave source will achieve spalling and to predict 
the depth of spalling, a good constitutive model relating stress and strain in concrete is 
needed. Bazant et al., (2003b) applied version M4 of the microplane constitutive 
model which is a powerful explicit model that yields the useful data over a broad 
range of non-linear triaxial behaviour, softening damage and tensile cracking of 
concrete. Localisation limiter in the form of crack band model is used in the analysis. 
From the analysis (Bazant et al., 2003b), it follows that concrete must have undergone 
post peak softening and suffer disintegration by cracking. The compressive stress 
induced by the temperature increase is resisted not only by radial and circumferential 
biaxial compression generated by the resistance of the cold concrete mass surrounding 
the heated zone, but also by tensile stresses in the circumferential direction of the axi-
symmetric mesh caused by radial expansion. 
 Spalling could be due to “moisture clog” where the pore water cannot escape 
fast enough and develops high vapour pressures exceeding the tensile strength of the 
concrete. It could also be due to the thermal expansion of the saturated heated zone, 
resisted by the cold concrete mass that surrounds the heated zones resulting in very 
high compressive stresses parallel to the surface in the surface layer which either 
crush the concrete, or cause the compressed surface to buckle, or both. Bazant et al., 
(2003b) suggested that although pore pressure development cannot be ignored in the 
triggering of spalling, the main cause is likely to the compressive stresses along radial 
lines emanating from the centre of the heated zone. These stresses, engendered by the 
resistance of cold concrete to the thermal expansion of the heated zone, reach values 
as high as 50MPa in his analysis. This should be sufficient enough to cause 
compressive crushing and buckling of the compressed layer leading to spalling. 
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS                                                    
 
3.1 General 
Experiments conducted involving microwave drying revealed that the transport of 
both liquid water and gaseous mixture on account of the pressure gradient becomes 
the dominant transport mechanism (Bazant et al, 2003a). Microwave heating of 
concrete results in the evaporation of liquid water and subsequent local pore pressure 
build-up. The migration of both liquid water and gaseous mixture that follows 
pressurization, leads to the release of water vapour from the structure boundaries. 
Sustained exposure of one of the surfaces provides continuous evaporation and drying 
of the region near the surface. In deeper regions, the concrete remains wet and 
actually gains moisture from re-condensation. The dry-wet interface or evaporation 
front that separates the two regions penetrates into the interior of the structural 
element with further evaporation. Thus, the important point in modelling this 
phenomenon is to understand how pore pressure and the contents of liquid water and 
gaseous mixture vary with temperature. 
 
3.2 Coupled heat and moisture transfer 
A three dimensional model is formulated to study the coupled heat and moisture 
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and heat transfer in a porous concrete medium is the mutual coupling of the transport 
process. The flux of moisture in concrete J (kg/m3s) in general consists of the flux due 
to the moisture concentration gradient (Fick’s law of diffusion), as well as the flux 
due to the temperature gradient T (Soret flux). Similarly, the heat flux q, in general 
consists of a heat flux due to the temperature gradient T (governed by the Fourier’s 
law), as well as the heat flux due to the moisture concentration gradient (Dufour flux).  
 The mathematical model is based on the following assumptions: 
1. The Dufour flux is negligible 
2. The material is homogeneous and isotropic and all the physical properties 
can be expressed as effective properties 
3. Normal Darcy’s law is applicable 
4. Local thermal equilibrium is attained 
5. Dielectric and thermal properties are kept constant 
 
 The water flux J and the heat flux q may be expressed in terms of water 
content gradient w and the temperature gradient T, respectively  
 











where = gradient operator; a = permeability; g = acceleration due to gravity; P = 
pore pressure; and k = heat conductivity. 
∇
 The foregoing equations for fluxes need to be supplemented by the conditions 
of conservation of heat and mass transfer. In Cartesian coordinates xi (x1= x, x2= y, 
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ΔxΔyΔz of concrete (Fig. 3.1). The mass of water that flows in during a unit time 
interval through the side ΔyΔz is Jx ΔyΔx, and the mass of water that flows out 
through the opposite side is (Jx + Jx,xΔx)ΔyΔz (the subscript following the comma 
denotes partial differentiation, i.e., Jx,x = ∂Jx/∂x). So the net mass loss of the elemental 
volume is Jx,x ΔxΔyΔz. Similarly, considering the flows in the y and z directions, the 
corresponding net losses of water are Jy,y ΔxΔyΔz and Jz,z ΔxΔyΔz respectively. The 
sum of these mass losses must be equal to the change of free water content of the 
element, which is (-∂w/∂t + ∂wd/∂t)ΔxΔyΔz, in which w is defined to include only the 
free (evaporable, but not chemically bound) water, and wd is the mass of chemically 
bound (hydrate) water that has been released into the pores as a result of dehydration 
of the solids in the cement paste caused by heating. 
 
Fig. 3.1: Fluxes of water entering and leaving a unit element of concrete 
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 At temperatures above 1200C, the term ∂wd/∂t is positive. At temperatures 
below 1000C, at which the hydration process takes place, ∂wd/∂t may be considered to 
be negative, representing the mass of free water that has become hydrated, i.e., 
chemically combined as part of the solids (Bazant, 1996). We may set ∂wd/∂t = -
∂(Δwh)/∂t and use the same term to represent the water, Δwh, that is withdrawn from 
the pores by the chemical process of hydration and is manifested by the so-called self-
desiccation. Note that Δwh/ρw equals the combined volume of anhydrous cement and 
water from which the cement gel is formed, minus the value of the cement gel 
produced (this volume is much less than the volume of water wh consumed by 
hydration); ρw = mass density of liquid water, 1 g/cm3. 








∂Tρ     (3.4) 
  
 Where   ρ = mass density of concrete;  
 C = specific heat capacity of concrete;  
 Ca = heat of sorption of free water; 
 Cw = specific heat capacity of liquid water; 
  
The term  represents the heat transferred by the movement of water 
from the inside of the concrete element in the form of convection current. In concrete, 
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3.3 Sorption isotherms 
The governing equations (3.3 & 3.4) are supplemented by sorption isotherms, relating 
the free water content (w), pore pressure (P) and temperature (T). For temperatures 
below the critical point of water viz. 374.15°C, a distinction can be made between the 
liquid water and water vapour present in the pores of concrete. These two phases of 
water can be assumed to be locally always in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium. 
But for higher temperatures there is no such distinction because the liquid phase does 
not exist, at any pressure. According to experimental data for dense cement pastes at 
25°C, it has been empirically established that (w/w1) ≈ h in which w1 is the saturation 
water content at reference temperature, h is the relative humidity of water vapour in 
pores. Combining this with h1/m = constant, the following equations is obtained: 
 
   w/w1 = h1/m = [P/Ps(T)]1/m    (3.4a)
  
Here, function Ps(T) is known very accurately (ASME Steam Tables, 1967, Fig. 3.1a) 
while exponent m has been related to the temperature dependence of surface tension, 
which is known to be described by the empirical equation: 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]ccucc TTTbTTTBT ˆ/ˆˆ1ˆ/ˆˆ −+−=γ (3.4b)=γ
ˆ
   
 
in which T = 647.15 K (i.e., 374.15°C) critical point of water, B = 258000 N/m,        
b = -0.625 and u = 1.256 (Mechanical Engineering, 1977) 
c
 
The sorption isotherms used in this study was based on Bazant and 
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purpose, the treatment was subdivided into three zones; depending on the magnitude 
of the pore pressure P with respect to saturation pressure Ps namely unsaturated, 
saturated and transition zone. Thus the estimation of moisture content was based on 
the semi-empirical relationships as delineated below. 
374.15°C 
Saturation pressure
















Fig. 3.1a: Saturation pressure of water based on ASME Steam Tables 
 
Unsaturated zone: for h ≤ 0.96 (Bazant and Thonguthai 1978) 











⎛=       (3.5a)
                         
 
 where  h = P/Ps(T) 
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   T  = temperature in °C; T0 = 25°C;  
C   = mass of anhydrous cement per unit volume of concrete;  
 w1   = saturation water content at reference temperature T0 (=25°C);   
 
Saturated zone: for h ≥ 1.04 (Bazant and Thonguthai 1978) 
In this region, the equation of state is based on the thermodynamic properties of 
water, as given in the steam tables. The amount of water is given by 
 
              vnw v /)31( ε+=                                                     (3.5b) 
  











 K   = bulk modulus of concrete 
 n   = porosity accessible to water 
 ν   = ν(T,P) = specific volume of water and  
  αT  = coefficient of linear thermal dilatation of concrete 
 
 The porosity (pore volume accessible to water), which was estimated from 










 where   n0 = reference porosity at 25°C 
 wd(T) = weight loss [obtained from thermo-gravimetric measurements 
    (Harmathy and Allen 1973)] 
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Transition zone: 0.96 ≤ h ≤ 1.04 (Bazant and Thonguthai 1978) 
Due to the wide range in the pore size distribution of concrete, and to very slow water 
exchange between large and small pores, it is likely that pressures in excess of Ps(T) 
may develop in the smallest pores before Ps(T) is reached in the adjacent larger pores. 
Thus, the transition from saturated to unsaturated state should not be modelled as an 
abrupt transition, except perhaps for an extremely slow change in pore pressure P 
giving enough time for the pressures to equilibrate among all pores. Aside from that, 
an abrupt transition may cause computational difficulties, impairing the convergence 
of iterations in individual time steps.  
 As a result of the lack of reliable data from references, Bazant and Thonguthai 
represented the transition zone artificially by a linear interpolation between two limits, 
with the lower limit given by the unsaturated zone expression and the upper limit 
given by the saturation zone expression. 
 
3.4 Hydration and dehydration of water in concrete 
The amount of free water that is released into the pores of concrete upon heating due 
to dehydration (transformation of chemically-bound hydrate water into free water) has 
a great influence on pore pressures. It obviously depends on the amount of hydrated 
water before heating, which, in turn, is a function of the degree of hydration. The 
degree of hydration before heating depends on the age of concrete as well as its 
temperature and humidity history. It is also important to know whether the initial 
heating to high temperature occurs slowly or rapidly; if temperature is raised up to 
100°C slowly, substantial amounts of water can become hydrated in the process and 
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 The degree of hydration may conveniently be referred to as the equivalent 
hydration period (maturity), te, which represents the period of hydration at 25°C in 
water needed to give the same degree of hydration as the actual time period taken at 
variable h (relative humidity) and T. It is defined, for 0 < T < 100°C, as te = ∫βTβhdt, in 
which 
 
            [ ] 14)5.35.3(1 −−+= hhβ              (3.6) 















β                         (3.7) 
 
 Where t = actual time; Uh/R = 2700 K; and Uh = activation energy of 
hydration. By fitting the test results of Powers and Brownyard (1948) at 25°C, it has 
been empirically described as 
 











+≈ ττ             (3.8) 
 
 Dehydration of the hydrate water begins at about 120°C, and the amount of 
water that is dehydrated when reaching various temperatures is experimentally 
obtained by weight loss measurements on heated specimens (Harmathy and Allen, 
1973). The amount of dehydrated water,  (per mdw
3 of concrete), can be expressed as 
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in which  = the hydrate water content at 105°C. Typical values of f105hw d(T) are plotted 
by Harmathy and Allen (1973). The values of fd(T) were determined in a computer 
program by interpolation from a set of given values. 
3.5 Initial and boundary conditions 
Heat and mass are transferred at the surface to the surrounding environment. 
Physically accurate modelling of the environment near the surface, which would call 
for nonlinear hydrodynamics, is not necessary. For heat transfer, it suffices to use 
Newton’s law of cooling (e.g., Chapman 1987) and a similar law for moisture 
transfer. Thus the boundary conditions are  
 
         n.J = BBw (PS  – Pam), and                                          (3.10a) 
         n.q = BBT (TS –Tam)                                           (3.10b) 
 
 where  BBw  = moisture transfer coefficient 
 BT  = heat transfer coefficient  
 n = unit outward normal of the boundary surface 
 Pam = ambient partial pressure of water vapour  
 Tam = ambient temperature 
 PS = partial vapour pressure at the surface (i.e., in the capillary pores 
          adjacent to the surface) and  
 TS  = surface temperature 
 
 A perfectly sealed (or insulated) surface is a limiting case for BBw = 0 (or BTB  = 
0), and perfect moisture transmission (or heat transmission) is a limiting case for 
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range of 5–25 J/m  s°C (e.g., Chapman 1987) and Bw2 B  ≈ ∞ (Bazant and Thonguthai 
1978). 
 The heat radiation from the surface, which is the only mechanism of heat loss 
in a vacuum, is described by Stefan’s radiation law 
 
                                         (3.7) )(. 44 amsr TTqn −= γσ
 
 where qr = radiation heat flux  
           σ = Stefan coefficient = 5.67×10-8 J/m2 s K4 and  
            γ = heat emissivity, which varies in the range of 0 to 1 
  
 For a perfectly black surface, g =1, while for brick, g = 0.9 (Jones 2000); 
because of the lack of data, and also because the precise value is not very important, 
the same emissivity g as for brick is assumed for concrete. In the absence of vacuum, 
both the surface heat transfer, Eq. (3.6), and the radiation, Eq. (3.7), take place 
simultaneously. They may be conveniently characterized as  
 
     n.q = BBeq (TS -Tam)                                   (3.8) 
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3.6 Numerical analysis 
The computational model presented in this study comprises a pair of coupled transient 
differential equations of heat and moisture transfer. In order to simulate the moisture 
migration and pore pressure a numerical analysis is performed by solving these 
simultaneous equations using MATLAB®.  A concrete wall represented by a two 
dimensional model of thickness 0.5m and height 1.5m is constructed (Fig. 3.2) based 
on geometry proposed by Li et al (1993). The pdetool of MATLAB® makes use of a 
finite element solver for computing the temperature, moisture content and pore 
pressure respectively. Moreover the input parameters used in this study were chosen 
typically of hardened concrete as follows: density (2251 kg/m3); specific heat capacity 
(1000 J/kg °K); thermal conductivity (3.67J/m2 s °C); cement content (239 kg/m3); 
initial relative humidity (0.6); saturation water content (135 kg/m3); initial 
temperature (25°C); age of concrete (90 days); initial permeability (39×10-12 m/s); 
heat transfer coefficient (10 J/m2s °C); mass transfer coefficient (∞); relative 
dielectric permittivity (5.0); porosity (0.1); constant power density (2.4 MW/m2); and 
reflection coefficient (0.5).  
 











RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS                                                           
 
4.1 General 
The numerical results given in this study are evaluated at a constant power density of 
2.4 MW/m2 with concrete in an initial saturated state for three different frequencies, 
viz. 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz respectively. As far as the microwave source is 
concerned the energy dissipation rate is governed by the attenuation and reflection 
coefficient based on the complex dielectric permittivity of concrete.  The increase in 
permeability caused by the change in humidity and temperature makes it difficult to 
model. To overcome this numerical difficulty the time stepping procedure is used in 
steps in the order of 0.01 secs. Thus the temperature, moisture content and pore 
pressure distributions are computed for various microwave frequencies with a 
duration of exposure of 5, 10 and 15 seconds respectively. Also the effect of 
permeability and initial liquid water content on the distributions of temperature, 
moisture and pore pressure fields has been examined. 
Although moisture transport is generally controlled by the gradients of both 
moisture concentration and temperature, it appears that for concrete it is possible to 
use the gradient of a single potential, i.e., the pore pressure. For non-saturated 
concrete, pore pressure must be regarded as the pressure in vapour rather than in 
capillary water. The gradient of pore pressure yields not only the moisture flux due to 
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the concentration gradient (Fick’s law) but also the moisture flux due to the 
temperature gradient (Soret flux).  
 The permeability dependence on temperature exhibits an increase by two 
orders of magnitude when temperature exceeds 100°C. Up to about 100°C, the 
temperature dependence of permeability appears to be determined by activation 
energy, which agrees with the hypothesis that the moisture content is controlled by the 
migration of water molecules along adsorbed water layers. Well above 105°C, 
permeability appears to change relatively little with temperature, which suggests that 
the moisture transfer might be governed by viscosity of steam or liquid water. 
 The physical explanation of the increase in permeability at 100°C must be 
consistent with the preceding conclusion and also with the following facts: (a) in 
dense cement pastes, the capillaries are not continuous; (b) the flow at room 
temperature is controlled by migration of absorbed water molecules; and (c) the 
porosity is only modestly increased by heating. A possible explanation is that the flow 
is governed by ‘necks’ of negligible volume in the flow passages. At room 
temperature, these necks are assumed to be of sub-capillary size, and the flow then 
consists of adsorbed water migration. As temperature exceeds 100°C, the necks 
become much wider, allowing flow of steam and liquid water. 
 The pore volume available to free water (capillary porosity) must be assumed 
to increase in proportion to the amount of chemically combined water that is released 
by dehydration due to heating. Furthermore, above the saturation pressure, the pore 
space available to free water must be assumed to increase with increasing pressures. 
Without these two hypotheses the calculated pressures would be far higher than 
observed.  
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 Thermodynamic ‘steam tables’ may (and should) be used for calculation of 
pore pressures in saturated concrete, but only under the foregoing assumptions. 
Without pore space expansion they would give rise to pressures of several orders of 
magnitude in excess of the measured ones. 
 The temperature effect on the isothermal relationship of water content and 
pore pressure in non-saturated concrete is, approximately, a power function. The 
water content for which the saturation point is reached decreases with increasing 
temperature. Transition of the isotherms from non-saturated to saturated states 
appears to be gradual rather than sudden. 
 The mathematical model shown in this numerical study can also predict for a 
concrete wall the phenomenon of ‘moisture clog’ which was suggested by Harmathy 
(1965) on the basis of his tests. 
 
4.2 Effect of microwave frequencies on thermal stress or temperature 
distributions 
 
The temperature at the microwave exposed surface rapidly rises with time (Fig. 4.1). 
The temperature plot for the 2.45GHz frequency case shows that for the three 
durations of exposure namely 5, 10 and 15 secs, the microwave energy is widely 
distributed along the entire cross section of the concrete wall. The maximum 
temperature of 58°C is computed for 2.45GHz after a duration of 15 secs. With the 
increase in the frequency of microwaves from 2.45GHz to 18.0GHz the temperature 
distribution becomes steeper which results in a significantly higher temperature 
gradient. The maximum temperature of 162°C and 458°C are computed for a 
frequency of 10.6 and 18.0 GHz respectively after a duration of 15 secs.  
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4.3 Effect of microwave frequencies on moisture migration 
The moisture present near the microwave exposed surface rapidly migrates, since 
moisture is released from the pores. The moisture migration takes place as the 
combined release of free water and chemically bound water. Accordingly, the region 
near the exposed surface becomes a dry zone. Thus moisture tends to move towards 
the wet zone. Therefore the moisture content in the wet zone present in the region on 
the right of the dry zone gradually increases. The moisture content for the various 
frequencies, 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz after three durations of exposure namely 5, 10 
and 15 secs are plotted in Fig. 4.2. It is observed that the moisture migration can be 
categorized into four distinct zones, as dry zone, evaporation zone, increased water 
content zone and initial saturation zone. The increased water content is due to re-
condensation of the water vapour when it migrates into the cooler interior of the 
concrete. It corresponds to so-called Moisture Clog (Bazant et al., 2003b). Moreover 
the moisture content is computed from the sorption isotherms instead of mass 
conservation equation since the rate of evaporation is not known. The computed 
domain and time distributions of vapour density are continuous (some oscillation may 
be observed corresponding to a coarse mesh and large time steps), while the sorption 
curves have a sharp discontinuity in the interval 0.96 ≤ P/Psat ≤ 1.04. This represents 
an intense evaporation, and when this happens (a fixed time) there is discrepancy 
between the mass of water lost and the mass of vapour gained. However, over a time 
interval, the equations of mass conservation will ensure the required mass balance. 
The maximum moisture content for 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz frequency cases are 
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Fig. 4.1: Temperature plot for frequencies 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz  
after a duration of 5, 10 and 15 secs 
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Fig. 4.2: Moisture migration plot for frequencies 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz  
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Fig. 4.3: Pore pressure plot for frequencies 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz  
after a duration of 5, 10 and 15 secs 
 
4.4 Effect of microwave frequencies on pore pressure distributions 
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It is well known that the pore pressure is a function of water content and temperature. 
This pressure increases with time due to the rising temperature and increasing water 
content. Moreover the pressure in the wet zone approaches the saturation vapour 
pressure. While in the saturation zone the free water is compressed resulting in a 
higher pressure than the saturation vapour pressure. The pore pressure for the three 
different frequencies namely 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz and for various duration of 
microwave exposure viz. 5, 10 and 15 secs are plotted in Fig. 4.3. It is evident that as 
the frequency increases the location of the peak pore pressure tends to concentrate 
near the exposed surface. The zone of concentration lies within a distance of less than 
10mm from the exposed surface. The computed pore pressure results for 2.45 and 
10.6GHz after a duration of 15 secs are 0.54 and 1.78 MPa respectively. 
 Also a maximum pressure of 4.38 MPa is computed for the case of 18.0GHz 
after a duration of 15secs. If this magnitude of pore pressure is applied on an 
unrestrained element of concrete, it would produce a tensile volumetric stress of 0.42 
MPa (i.e., Porosity × Pore pressure) (Bazant et al., 2003b). Although this magnitude 
of pore pressure is probably just sufficient to initiate spalling, it cannot be the main 
cause of spalling. It is reported that pore pressure is not the only factor affecting the 
spalling mechanism. Thermal stresses generated as a result of temperature gradient 
and thermal restraint afforded by the surrounding concrete may also play a significant 
role. The computed results of pore pressure are in good agreement with the published 
numerical results [Li et al., 1992]. It is found that their maximum pore pressure value 
is 4.11 MPa with that of our numerical value of 4.38MPa for 18.0GHz after 15secs. 
As the intensity of microwaves increased the energy dissipation rate is higher at 
locations near the concrete surface. This increase in temperature with rapid moisture 
migration may generate pressure in the pores of the concrete. Depending on the 
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saturation water content, permeability and porosity, the pore pressure will build-up. 
The magnitude of pore pressure may cause spalling to occur. Spalling is a failure 
phenomenon that leads to local disintegration and sloughing off of the concrete 
surface. Thus the pore pressure computed can be used to indicate the potential for and 
the severity of spalling. 
 
4.5 Effect of permeability on temperature, pore pressure and moisture 
distributions 
 
Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the effect of permeability on the profiles of temperature, 
pore pressure and water content for 2.45, 10.6 and 18 GHz respectively. The increase 
(Fig. 4.4a) or decrease (Fig. 4.4b) in permeability (by a factor of 5) has almost no 
influence on the temperature profiles but has a great influence on the pore pressure 
profiles. Increasing permeability (Fig. 4.4a) accelerates the migration of liquid water 
into the wet zone which reduces the amount of water available for evaporation and 
thus results in lower pore pressures. Comparing figures 4.4a and b with Fig. 4.3 for 
2.45GHz shows that reducing permeability by a factor of 5 has no influence on the 
pore pressures. In case of reduced permeability for 10.6GHz, the magnitude of pore 
pressure values are increased by about 1.68 times than that of increased permeability 
(Fig 4.5a and b).  Moreover the effect of reduced permeability for 18GHz has 
increased the pore pressure values by about 4 times than that of increased 
permeability (Fig 4.6a and b).  
According to published experimental data, permeability may vary by several orders of 
magnitude. Within this variation permeability had the most pronounced influence on 
pore pressure, when compared with other material properties. 
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(a) Increased permeability for 2.45 GHz       (b) Reduced permeability for 2.45 GHz   
Fig. 4.4: Effect of permeability on distributions of temperature, pore pressure and 
moisture contents for frequency 2.45 GHz after a duration of 5, 10 and 15 secs  
 


































































































































(a) Increased permeability for 10.6 GHz        (b) Reduced permeability for 10.6 GHz 
Fig. 4.5: Effect of permeability on distributions of temperature, pore pressure and 
moisture contents for frequency 10.6 GHz after a duration of 5, 10 and 15 secs 
 
 




























































































































(a) Increased permeability for 18.0 GHz       (b) Reduced permeability for 18.0 GHz 
Fig. 4.6: Effect of permeability on distributions of temperature, pore pressure and 
moisture contents for frequency 18.0 GHz after a duration of 5, 10 and 15 secs 
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4.6 Effect of initial water content on temperature, pore pressure and 
moisture distributions 
 
Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 show the influence of the initial volume fraction of liquid 
water content on the profiles of temperature, pore pressure and water content for 2.45, 
10.6 and 18 GHz respectively. The 20% variation in initial water content is chosen 
based on parameters studied by Li et al (2002). The increase (Fig. 4.7a) or decrease 
(Fig. 4.7b) in initial liquid water content (by 20 percent) is found to have some 
influence on the pore pressure profiles but appears to have very little influence on the 
temperature profiles. The greater the initial liquid water content, the higher are the 
pore pressures. Thus the magnitude of pore pressure for increased initial water content 
for 2.45, 10.6 and 18 GHz are 0.58, 1.87 and 4.5 MPa respectively with 
corresponding water content for moisture migration as 195.8, 210 and 226.8 kg/m3.  
 Initial water content has a fixed range of variation from zero (absolutely dry 
concrete) to the value of porosity (fully saturated concrete). The higher the water 
content, the higher the pore pressure, because more vapour can be produced. The 
relationship is almost linear, and the total pore pressure increase is about 1.5 to 2 
times. In absolutely dry concrete, pore pressure results from the evaporation of bound 
water that has been released by dehydration as free water. 
 Lower porosity increases pore pressure because there is less room for the 
evaporated water to expand. The variation in porosity has a much more pronounced 
influence when permeability is low. The worst combination is low permeability, low 



































































































































(a) Increased water content for 2.45 GHz     (b) Reduced water content for 2.45 GHz 
Fig. 4.7: Effect of initial water content on distributions of temperature, pore pressure 
and moisture contents for frequency 2.45 GHz after a duration of 5, 10 and 15 secs 
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(a) Increased water content for 10.6 GHz     (b) Reduced water content for 10.6 GHz  
Fig. 4.8: Effect of initial water content on distributions of temperature, pore pressure 
and moisture contents for frequency 10.6 GHz after a duration of 5, 10 and 15 secs 
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(a) Increased water content for 18.0 GHz       (b) Reduced water content for 18.0 GHz 
Fig. 4.9: Effect of initial water content on distributions of temperature, pore pressure 
and moisture contents for frequency 18.0 GHz after a duration of 5, 10 and 15 secs 
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4.7 Summary of results 
The computational model considered in this study consists of a concrete wall of 
thickness 0.5m and height of 1.5m respectively. When the concrete wall is subjected 
to microwaves of different frequencies such as 2.45, 10.6 and 18 GHz for varying 
duration of exposure of 5, 10 and 15 secs; the temperature, pore pressure and moisture 
migration distributions are obtained. Also the effect of permeability and initial water 
content for the above microwave frequencies are studied. 
 The temperature plot for the 2.45GHz frequency shows that for the three 
durations of exposure namely 5, 10 and 15 secs, the microwave energy is widely 
distributed along the entire cross section of the concrete wall. The maximum 
temperature of 58°C is computed for 2.45GHz after a duration of 15 secs. With the 
increase in the frequency of microwaves from 2.45GHz to 18.0GHz the temperature 
distribution becomes steeper which results in a significantly higher temperature 
gradient. The maximum temperature of 162°C and 458°C are computed for a 
frequency of 10.6 and 18.0 GHz respectively after a duration of 15 secs. 
As a result of temperature gradient, the moisture present near the microwave 
exposed surface rapidly migrates, since moisture is released from the pores. The 
moisture migration takes place as the combined release of free water and chemically 
bound water. It is observed that the moisture migration can be categorized into four 
distinct zones, as dry zone, evaporation zone, increased water content zone and initial 
saturation zone. The increased water content is due to re-condensation of the water 
vapour when it migrates into the cooler interior of the concrete. It corresponds to so-
called Moisture Clog (Bazant et al., 2003b).  
Moreover the moisture content is computed from the sorption isotherms 
instead of mass conservation equation since the rate of evaporation is not known. The 
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maximum moisture content for 2.45, 10.6 and 18.0 GHz frequency cases are 
computed as 165, 179, and 199 kg/m3 respectively after a duration of 15 secs. 
It is well known that the pore pressure is a function of water content and 
temperature. This pressure increases with time due to the rising temperature and 
increasing water content. The computed pore pressure values for 2.45 and 10.6GHz 
after a duration of 15 secs are 0.54 and 1.78 MPa respectively. Also a maximum 
pressure of 4.38 MPa is computed for the case of 18.0GHz after a duration of 15secs. 
If this magnitude of pore pressure is applied on an unrestrained element of concrete, it 
would produce a tensile volumetric stress of 0.42 MPa (i.e., Porosity × Pore pressure) 
(Bazant et al., 2003b). 
Although this magnitude of pore pressure is probably just sufficient to initiate 
spalling, it cannot be the main cause of spalling. Thermal stresses generated as a result 
of temperature gradient and thermal restraint afforded by the surrounding concrete 
may also play a significant role. The computed results of pore pressure are in good 
agreement with the published numerical results [Li et al., 1992]. Thus the pore 
pressure computed can be used to indicate the potential for and the severity of 
spalling. 
 Also the effect of permeability (by a factor of 5) has almost no influence on 
the temperature profiles but has a great influence on the pore pressure profiles. 
Increasing permeability accelerates the migration of liquid water into the wet zone 
which reduces the amount of water available for evaporation and thus results in lower 
pore pressures. It shows that reducing permeability by a factor of 5 has no influence 
on the pore pressures for 2.45 GHz. In case of reduced permeability for 10.6GHz, the 
magnitude of pore pressure is increased by about 1.68 times than that of increased 
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permeability. Moreover the effect of reduced permeability for 18GHz has increased 
the pore pressure values by about 4 times than that of increased permeability. 
  The effect of initial liquid water content (by 20 percent) has some influence on 
the pore pressure profiles but has very little influence on the temperature profiles. The 
greater the initial liquid water content, the higher are the pore pressures. Thus the 
magnitude of pore pressure for increased initial water content for 2.45, 10.6 and 18 
GHz are 0.58, 1.87 and 4.5 MPa respectively with corresponding water content for 
moisture migration as 195.8, 210 and 226.8 kg/m3. 
 Lower porosity increases pore pressure because there is less room for the 
evaporated water to expand. The variation in porosity has a much more pronounced 
influence when permeability is low. The worst combination is low permeability, low 
porosity, and high water content. 
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5.1 Summary 
A system of heat and moisture transfer equations simulating the coupled hygro-
thermal phenomenon was derived. Water vapour and liquid water are considered in 
combination in the moisture transfer formulation. The content of liquid water is 
therefore determined from the assumed sorption isotherms as postulated by most 
existing models rather than directly through mass transfer equations. The physical 
model depicting the transport process allows assessment of the temperature, moisture 
and pore pressure fields. Numerical results for temperature, pore pressure and water 
contents are found to be reasonable in comparison with other models [Li et al., 1992]. 
The influence of permeability and initial liquid water content on the distributions of 
temperature, moisture and pore pressure has been examined. The proposed model also 
demonstrates the increase in liquid water content in the wet zone near the dry-wet 
interface, which is due both to transportation of liquid water and to re-condensation of 
water vapour. The computed results can be further used as an input to a stress analysis 
program to calculate the thermal stress generated and material properties from which 








The following conclusions may be drawn from the numerical investigations reported 
in this thesis: 
1. The optimization of microwave power, frequency and duration of exposure 
can be achieved by selecting the constant power density of 2.4MW/m2 with 
18.0GHz frequency and for a duration of 15secs. As the microwave frequency 
increases to 10.6GHz or 18.0GHz, the maximum temperature/thermal stress 
distribution shifts toward the front surface of the concrete wall. Therefore, the 
temperature near the front surface rises more quickly than in the case of a 
frequency of 2.45 GHz 
2. A maximum pressure of 4.38 MPa is computed for the case of 18.0GHz after a 
duration of 15secs. If this magnitude of pore pressure is applied on an 
unrestrained element of concrete, it would produce a tensile volumetric stress 
of 0.42 MPa (i.e., Porosity × Pore pressure). Although this magnitude of pore 
pressure is probably just sufficient to initiate spalling, it cannot be the main 
cause of spalling. Therefore the thermal stresses generated as a result of 
temperature gradient and thermal restraint afforded by the surrounding 
concrete also play a significant role. The computed results of pore pressure are 
in good agreement with the published numerical results [Li et al., 1992]. Thus 
the pore pressure computed can be used to indicate the potential for and the 
severity of spalling. 
3. Moreover the influence of permeability (by a factor of 5) has almost no 
influence on the temperature profiles but has a significant influence on the 
pore pressure profiles. Increasing permeability accelerates the migration of 
liquid water into the wet zone which reduces the amount of water available for 
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evaporation and thus results in lower pore pressures. On the contrary, reducing 
permeability by a factor of 5 can substantially increase the magnitude of pore 
pressures 
4. The influence of initial liquid water content (by 20 percent) is found to have 
some influence on the pore pressure profiles but very little influence on the 
temperature profiles. The greater the initial liquid water content, the higher the 
pore pressures 
 
5.3 Recommendations for future work 
Future research for microwave decontamination processes may include: 
1. To experimentally investigate the microwave delamination process in the local 
context 
2. Further study on the effect of embedded reinforcement on microwave 
decontamination, covering aspects of the spatial and through depth 
temperature distribution within the specimens with varying size, location and 
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